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From Sadat to Saddam offers a fresh perspective on the politicization of the U.S. diplomatic

corps and the militarization of U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East. This book begins with the

1981 assassination of Egyptian president Anwar Sadat, continues through two Gulf wars, and

ends with the U.S. withdrawal of combat troops from Iraq in 2011. This firsthand account of

thirty years in the diplomatic trenches of U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East addresses the

basic questions of how and why we find ourselves today in endless military conflict and argues

that it is directly related to the decline in reliance on our diplomatic skills. From Sadat to

Saddam offers an in-depth look by a career diplomat at how U.S. soft power has been allowed

to atrophy. It chronicles three decades of dealing not just with foreign policy challenges and

opportunities but also with the frustrations of working with bureaucrats and politicians who

don’t understand the world and are unwilling to listen to those who do. The book makes clear

that the decline of our diplomatic capability began well before the election of Donald Trump. It

recommends that instead of trying to make soldiers into diplomats and diplomats into soldiers,

we invest in a truly professional diplomatic service. 



“Ambassador Dunford has written a very important book that is much more than just a memoir.

It vividly describes the challenges faced by those on the frontlines of diplomacy and how

Washington can often make those challenges even more daunting by incoherent or inattentive

policy. A must-read for anyone who wants to know how the real world of diplomacy works, or

fails to.”—Ambassador Dennis Jett (Ret.), professor of international affairs at Pennsylvania

State University“Ambassador Dunford has written an important and timely book that shows

why U.S. diplomacy still matters in an era of reduced budgets and insufficient understanding of

just what diplomats do. His long and varied career in the Foreign Service is a testament to how

the State Department can successfully contribute to making the United States and the world

more secure—but only with proper resources and leadership. Dunford’s book, full of personal

insights, deserves a wide readership.”—J. Kael Weston, author of The Mirror Test: America at

War in Iraq and Afghanistan“[David Dunford’s] down-to-earth narrative describes his

engagement with issues large (the U.S. response to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait) and small

(day care for embassy families in Riyadh). . . . This is an exquisite portrait of what our diplomats

are capable of and how their role has deteriorated, especially after the invasions of

Afghanistan and Iraq.”—Daniel Serwer, academic director of conflict management at the Johns

Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies
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For Sandy, who is a full partner in my life and all my diplomatic adventures

Diplomacy is always going to consist to some extent of serving people who do not know that

they are being served, who do not know that they need to be served, who misunderstand and

occasionally abuse the very effort to serve them.—George Kennan
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IntroductionIn December 2016 I came across a long Wall Street Journal article about a Foreign

Service friend and colleague named Robin Raphel.1 I had known Robin for more than forty

years and worked with her closely in 2003 in Iraq. Robin’s home was raided by the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in October 2014 based on intercepts of her communications with

Pakistani officials, suggesting to the FBI that she was working on behalf of the Pakistanis. She

spent more than two years in the center of a Kafkaesque nightmare even though she was only

doing what professional diplomats are supposed to do. She had established relationships with

a significant number of influential Pakistanis and used her network of contacts to do her job,

which was to promote U.S. interests. The State Department as an institution did very little to

protect her, although her many friends inside and out raised money to cover her legal fees.

Because of the national trauma we experienced on September 11, 2001, a whole new

generation of law enforcement and intelligence officials that neither understood nor respected

how diplomats operate had risen to the top of their agencies. The FBI eventually declined to file

charges but did not apologize for what it had done to her life and her career.When I read the

article through I realized that what happened to Robin could easily have happened to me. The

level of my security clearance made me aware that reports of my conversations with foreigners

were often intercepted by our intelligence agencies. It never occurred to me that these reports

would put me at risk of being investigated. By 2014 our surveillance state was criminalizing

ordinary diplomacy. How did we get to this point?This book seeks to answer that question and

others by reflecting on the thirty years I spent trying to improve the U.S. position in the Middle

East and to make the region a better place. I focus on the Middle East because that is what I

know, but my personal experiences are relevant to our diplomacy in the rest of the world. The

overall results of our Middle East adventures are beyond discouraging. We became mired in

two endless wars.2 The wars cost the United States thousands of lives and trillions of dollars.

The country that most benefited from the conflicts was Iran. The Middle East peace process,

which had seemed so promising in the early 1990s, had collapsed into violence, bitterness,

and recrimination. The misnamed Arab Spring had led not to democracy and economic

prosperity but rather to civil wars in Syria, Libya, and Yemen and further crackdowns on civil

liberties in Egypt and Bahrain. The close U.S. relationship with Oman has survived, but the

health of Sultan Qaboos is worrisome and the transition to new leadership after his death is

problematic.I started writing this book in 2017, the first year of the Trump Administration, but

the book is not about what the administration has done to the State Department and the

Foreign Service.3 Like the majority of my colleagues, I was appalled by the Trump White

House’s disdain for the State Department and the Foreign Service. I will argue, however, that

most of the damage to our diplomatic capability had already been done by past

administrations, both Republican and Democratic. Resetting our diplomacy to what it was on

the day Donald Trump was inaugurated will not fix all that is wrong.I understand that not

everything that goes wrong in the Middle East can be blamed on the United States. Given our



unrivaled power position in the world after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, however,

we could and should have done far better. This book uses my personal experiences to

illuminate the reasons why we have not fared better. I have three goals in mind. I want to show

the reader, as opposed to telling the reader, what a diplomat does and what is distinctive about

diplomacy as a profession. Second, I want to give the reader a sense of what the decline of our

diplomatic performance looked like to a practitioner, in hopes of stimulating public support for

greater reliance on diplomacy. Third, I want to give students or young people contemplating or

entering a career in foreign affairs a window into what diplomacy consists of and what a career

in diplomacy might look like.One thing I learned about Middle Easterners is that they are much

more like Westerners than they are different. Like the average American, they want a

meaningful job that provides the income needed to support the family in a comfortable lifestyle.

The major difference is that Middle Easterners often live in failed states and war zones. Far too

many of them wake up in the morning having to think seriously about how they and their

families will survive until nightfall. They make decisions about who can better protect them from

harm. Democracy and human rights are fine concepts, but their immediate need is security.

Throughout the years of U.S. military presence in Iraq, Afghanistan, and elsewhere in the

Middle East, our ability to protect the ordinary people who live there has been woefully

inadequate.The flow of the book is chronological, beginning with my assignment to Cairo in

1981 to run the embassy’s economic section. That led to my reassignment three years later to

Washington to run the Department of State’s Office of Egyptian Affairs. Following several

months as a member of the State Department’s Senior Seminar, I was posted in 1988 to

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, as deputy chief of mission (DCM). Saddam Hussein’s decision to invade

Kuwait gave that job a higher profile than it might otherwise have had. In May 1992 President

George H. W. Bush nominated me as U.S. ambassador to the Sultanate of Oman. I survived a

bruising confirmation process and served in Oman until my retirement in 1995. Twice the

Department of State called me out of retirement, once to run an international team charged

with setting up a multilateral development bank in Cairo in 1987 and once to help rebuild Iraq’s

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) in 2003. The latter experience led to seven years (2004 to

2011) working as a contractor, paid from Department of Defense funds, helping U.S. military

units prepare to deploy to Iraq and Afghanistan.During the thirty years of this chronology, I

witnessed a thinning of the ranks of professionals devoted to diplomacy, a reduction in

professional training, a significant increase in the politicization of the Foreign Service and State

Department, and the militarization of foreign policy. Our political leadership often turns to the

military as the first option instead of the last and then wonders why there are not enough

capable diplomats to clean up the mess. If we are to restore U.S. influence in the world, bring

more peace and order to the international system, and work with the international community

to tackle critical global problems like climate change, we must invest in the professionalization

of U.S. diplomacy.4
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1CairoDrinking from the NileOnce you drink from the Nile, you are destined to return.—

Egyptian proverbI had been in Cairo six months when a confrontation on a Nile bridge sparked

an epiphany about Egypt and the Middle East. It was late 1981 and I was returning home from

a day spent with my family at the farm of a prosperous Egyptian businessman. I was driving

our Volvo, my wife, Sandy, was in the passenger seat, and my son, Greg, and daughter, Tina,

both six-graders, were in the backseat. As happens so often in Egypt, the hospitality of our

hosts led to us staying longer than we had intended. The rural roads were teeming with people

and animals, horses, camels, goats, and gamousas (water buffalos). I was tired and tense from

driving defensively on poorly lit roads and my knuckles were white by the time I got back to the

west side of the Nile.Crossing the bridge in heavy traffic, I knew I had to get into the right lane

to take the route south to Ma’adi, the suburb where we and many other members of the foreign

community lived. Just as I spotted an opening, a young Egyptian in a pickup bounced over the



sidewalk and cut me off. I let loose a stream of curses in English (my Arabic was too basic for

the task). The driver looked at me wide-eyed for a second and then took off his baseball cap

and tipped it at me while flashing a wide smile. My anger evaporated, and I started to laugh.

From that day forward, I felt at home in Cairo.Cairo was my first Middle East assignment even

though I was already fifteen years into a Foreign Service career. My job was to run Embassy

Cairo’s economic section. I had just completed nine years in the United States, mainly in the

Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs (EB) working on trade and finance issues. My last

eighteen months in Washington I had been detailed to the Office of the U.S. Trade

Representative (USTR), with the pretentious title of deputy assistant USTR. It was time to fish

or cut bait. I either had to leave the Foreign Service or accept a foreign assignment. I had

earlier served in Quito, Ecuador, and still had ties in the Latin American bureau. The job of

economic counselor in Brasilia was mine for the taking.When I relayed this great news to

Sandy, her reaction surprised me. She didn’t want to go to Brasilia—it would be boring. I had

visited Brasilia some years earlier to explain an obscure part of the proposed legislation that

became the Trade Act of 1974. I liked Brasilia’s climate and concluded that while it wasn’t Rio,

with a million Brazilians living there it couldn’t be all bad. Sandy urged me to go back to the

State Department and see what else was available. I agreed to check and found that a similar

job in Cairo was open. Cairo’s reputation as a dirty, dusty, noisy, and crowded city was well

known. Apparently no other qualified senior officers were interested. I dutifully reported the

opening to Sandy, assured in my own mind that she wouldn’t want any part of it. To my shock,

she thought Cairo was a great idea. She had lived in Tehran as a high school student while her

father worked for the international oil consortium and had retained some nostalgia for the

Middle East.The next day I sought out my friend Arnie Raphel, then working in the Bureau of

Near East and South Asian Affairs (NEA), to tell him I just might be interested in the Cairo job.1

Arnie and I had joined the Foreign Service at the same time in 1966 and we shared a carpool

from our northern Virginia homes to Rosslyn, where we received our basic training. Arnie went

on to be ambassador to Pakistan and tragically died in a plane crash there in August 1988. My

word to Arnie led within hours to a meeting with then–Deputy Assistant Secretary Maury

Draper. Draper had been actively involved in the Camp David negotiations between Israel and

Egypt and was nearing the end of a distinguished career. I was a little intimidated by his

reputation and clumsily shook his thumb instead of his whole hand while trying to make eye

contact. Our meeting was brief, as Draper promptly concluded that I was the warm body he

had been looking for to fill the vacancy in Cairo. I was signed up to go to Egypt before I fully

realized what was happening.With Cairo now in my future, I still had to go to work every day at

USTR. It might have made sense to assign me to a few weeks of basic Arabic training and

maybe a few days of area studies, but I remained at USTR until the Friday before our family of

four boarded a plane bound for Cairo, with both a golden and a Labrador retriever in the cargo

hold. When we disembarked at the Cairo airport, the waiting area teemed with people, who

parted like the Red Sea when they saw us leading the large dogs toward them. Egyptians, like

most Muslims, are taught that dogs are unclean.My first week in Cairo set the tone for all those

years to come, living and working in the Middle East. Israel, on Sunday, June 7, 1981, staged a

secret attack on a nuclear power plant under construction near Baghdad. This was an

embarrassment for Egypt, which had signed a peace treaty with Israel two years earlier and

was working hard to restore relations with other Arab countries who objected. It was also my

introduction to the Arab-Israeli conflict. Some years before, I had jokingly told one of my

colleagues in the State Department, a rabid hockey fan, that there were three things I wanted

nothing to do with: hockey, arms control and disarmament, and the Middle East peace process.



Both arms control and Middle East peace process negotiations had seemed from afar to be

insanely complicated and at times counterintuitive. Now I was in Cairo, feeling as if I had been

dropped into the deep end of the Middle East peace process pool and told to swim.The first

few weeks did little to reassure me about Cairo. June was hot, and Cairo was indeed dirty,

dusty, and noisy. Happily, on the job side I had two experienced Middle East hands to show me

the ropes. Roy Atherton, the ambassador, had been assistant secretary for Near Eastern and

South Asian affairs and actively involved in the Egyptian-Israeli negotiations that led to the

1979 peace agreement. His kindness, his energy, and his ability were legendary. I never forgot

watching him work cocktail parties and other social events. He would manage to make

everyone present think that he was interested in what they had to say and still be gone in

twenty minutes, off to the next event. Attending three social events in an evening was not

unusual for him. I was more than twenty years younger and felt wiped out by an evening like

that.The deputy chief of mission (DCM) was Henry Precht. Henry hailed from Savannah,

Georgia, and he worked hard to retain his Savannah accent. The Iranian hostage crisis had

ended less than two years earlier. Henry had served in Iran and, as director of Iranian affairs in

Washington during the crisis, he had become a lightning rod for congressional discontent. He

was nominated but never confirmed as ambassador to Mauritania and had to settle for the job

as DCM in Cairo.Henry, who would be a constant in my life for the next four years, undertook to

educate me on the realities of what could and could not be accomplished both in Egypt and

with respect to influencing policy in Washington affecting Egypt. He listened patiently to my

frustration with the difficulty of getting things done in Egypt, and he kept me in check when my

ambitions to push Egypt harder on economic reform clashed with our political and security

interests. He correctly diagnosed my tendency to smolder over perceived slights and

encouraged me to be a little more open and sympathetic to those with whom I disagreed. I

listened carefully and took his guidance with me to subsequent assignments, along with what I

learned from watching him dealing with the diverse power centers of the large country team in

Egypt.I had a third mentor, although I considered him a competitor at the time. Don Brown was

the director of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) mission. The largest

U.S. aid mission anywhere in the world, Cairo employed more than one hundred Americans.

Part of my job as chief of the economic section, as I understood it, was to be an independent

advisor to the ambassador on our aid program. Don was in his sixth year in the job and near

the end of a thirty-year career in USAID. I knew I would face a daunting challenge having to go

toe-to-toe with one of USAID’s most senior officials.While still in Washington, encouraged by

my colleagues at USTR, I successfully persuaded the Department of State to change the

diplomatic title of the job from economic counselor to economic minister-counselor. Reflecting

on this years later, the initiative seems both audacious and somewhat reckless. My future

bosses in Embassy Cairo pushed back with serious reservations about the need for the

change. Henry, who also held the diplomatic title minister-counselor, was no doubt skeptical,

and I am confident that neither my predecessor in Embassy Cairo’s economic section nor the

head of the political section with whom I would have to work were thrilled. Had the personalities

awaiting me in Cairo been pricklier, I could have faced a very rocky start to my tour. Bob

Hormats had been my boss for two years at the Department of State and then, as deputy U.S.

trade representative when I moved over to USTR, my boss for another year and a half. A few

weeks before my departure to Cairo, Bob, in the process of returning to State as assistant

secretary of economic and business affairs, wrote a friendly but persuasive letter to Roy

Atherton, and the reclassification took place. This upgrade in diplomatic rank made it easier for

me to coordinate the agricultural, commercial, and science officers, all of whom bore the title of



counselor. I doubt that Don Brown paid much attention to the drama of my title reclassification.

He was remarkably tolerant of this young amateur looking over his shoulder at the work USAID

was doing.I had obviously found myself on a championship team. Roughly a half dozen of the

Foreign Service Officers I worked with in Cairo went on to become U.S. ambassadors. The

USAID mission also boasted some real talent; several went on to be USAID mission directors.

Frances Cook, our consul general in Alexandria, replaced me as U.S. ambassador in Muscat

when I retired.The USAID administrator at the time was Peter McPherson. Peter had been

general counsel for the Reagan transition team and he ran USAID for the entire six years that I

worked on Egypt. He was a hard charger and, since Egypt was his most important program,

we saw a great deal of him. For reasons I never understood, McPherson seemed to schedule

his visits during the Christmas holidays, which led to some grumbling from me and my USAID

colleagues. His first visit during my tour, however, was in early September 1981. I was invited

to accompany, as notetaker, Ambassador Atherton, McPherson, and Don Brown to a meeting

with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat at his “palace” in Alexandria.Sadat was enormously

popular in the United States. He was masterful in interviews with the news anchors of the time,

such as Walter Cronkite, Barbara Walters, and Peter Jennings. My first impression was Sadat’s

booming voice as he walked down the stairs in his residence. He greeted Ambassador

Atherton as “Roy.” I was also taken by his firm handshake and direct eye contact, conveying the

sense that he was truly interested in meeting me. The meeting began with a brief discussion of

the political situation in the Middle East. Israel had yet to formally withdraw from the eastern

half of the Sinai Peninsula, and talks between Egypt and Israel about Palestinian autonomy

were going nowhere. Sadat spoke with the passion of a Shakespearean actor as he outlined

Egypt’s concerns. When McPherson introduced his agenda of economic assistance issues,

Sadat’s eyes seemed to glaze over a little and his responses became far less theatrical.Sadat

was less popular in Egypt. Conventional wisdom is that he was not liked because he had

betrayed other Arabs by signing a peace deal with Israel that got the Sinai back but did nothing

for the Palestinians. My impression is that his lack of popularity had more to do with his lavish

lifestyle and failure to improve the lives of average Egyptians. The Reagan administration was

in its first year and hadn’t demonstrated much interest in working with Egypt to build on the

1978 Camp David achievement. Sadat had little to show his people for the risks he took with

Israel, and he began to turn up the pressure on his domestic opposition, particularly the

Islamic opposition. The Muslim Brotherhood (MB), operating in Egypt ever since it was founded

in 1928, was a relatively moderate force. Members were not allowed to run in Peoples’

Assembly (parliamentary) elections as MB members, but several of their members were

elected as independents. There was also a more radical Islamic opposition, which became the

Egyptian Islamic Jihad.Anwar Sadat was assassinated on October 6, 1981, during a military

parade commemorating Egypt’s initially successful attack on Israeli positions across the Suez

Canal eight years earlier. Ambassador Atherton attended, as did our defense attaché and other

military members of the embassy. The assassins, affiliated with the militant Islamic opposition

and armed with grenades and AK-47s, sprayed bullets at the VIP grandstand, mortally

wounding Sadat, lightly wounding Vice President Mubarak, and killing ten others, including an

Omani general.I was at my home in Ma’adi because the embassy and all government offices

were closed for the Eid al-Adha (Feast of the Sacrifice) holidays. Henry Precht called me, along

with several other embassy officers, and asked us to come to the embassy. Driving there, I had

an eerie feeling because the usual cacophonous traffic was not present and there were few

pedestrians. At the embassy, Ambassador Atherton arrived looking shaken but determined to

take charge. He reported that he had talked with Defense Minister Abu Ghazala, who told him



that Sadat would survive. It turned out that Abu Ghazala knew better and, after several hours,

press reports confirmed Sadat’s death. Henry asked that some of us at the embassy drive past

key government buildings to see if there was any activity. Two of us drove north along the Nile

past the Ministry of Information but saw nothing worth reporting.By the time I returned to

Ma’adi in the evening, several of our neighbors who worked at the embassy had gathered at

our house. Defense attaché (Navy) captain David Sperling and his wife, Judy, our neighbors

across the street, were there. They had attended the parade, and David still had spots of blood

on his dress uniform. None of us knew what to expect. Was this part of a broader coup? In the

days to follow, still part of the Muslim holiday, the streets of Cairo remained relatively empty

and calm. Experienced Middle East hands recalled that the city streets had been full of

mourners when Gamal Abdel Nasser had died eleven years earlier.We had little time to reflect

because the mother of all funeral parties was about to descend on us from Washington. The

delegation included Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr., Defense Secretary Caspar W.

Weinberger, former presidents Jimmy Carter, Gerald Ford, and Richard Nixon, U.S.

Ambassador to the UN Jeane J. Kirkpatrick, former Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger,

Senators Thurmond, Percy, and Pell, House Speaker Jim Wright, Stevie Wonder, and Walter

Cronkite.Ambassador Atherton appointed Henry as overall control officer, with me as his

deputy. Each delegation member was assigned a member of the embassy or USAID staff as

an individual control officer. On the night of the funeral, October 11, the embassy organized an

informal dinner just for the delegation and the team of control officers. A seating chart had

former Secretary of State Kissinger sitting next to Sam Brown, a teenager who Sadat had met

by chance in the United States and invited to visit Egypt as his guest. It was a heartwarming

story, but Kissinger was unimpressed, declaring that he hadn’t traveled several thousand miles

to sit next to a bleeping kid. Sam, dressed in a white t-shirt, was moved to another table, where

he sat alongside friendlier embassy staff members and enjoyed a cheeseburger. Kissinger was

happy and so was Sam.Each of the former presidents gave a speech. As I remember it, Carter

led off with a very moving tribute to Sadat and what he had done for Middle East peace. Ford

followed with a speech that I thought appropriate but not otherwise memorable. Nixon

concluded with what he meant to be a tribute to all the support he had received from embassy

staffs over the years. It rang a little hollow to me given his emphasis on logistical support rather

than policy support. I didn’t think we needed to hear that Foreign Service Officers always made

sure that his luggage got to his room in a timely manner.After a few days, Vice President Hosni

Mubarak assumed the presidency. He was a former air force pilot and a colorless figure as vice

president. He went out of his way to demonstrate that he would not live ostentatiously, as Sadat

had. He remained in the same residence he lived in as vice president, although alterations

upgraded its security. Egyptians joked that Nasser had changed the course of Egyptian society,

Sadat had changed the course of Egyptian foreign policy, and Mubarak had changed the

course of the streetcar line that ran near his home. Most Egyptians were relieved that the

country remained relatively stable. The new president placed Egypt under a “state of

emergency” that was not lifted until more than thirty years later, after Mubarak had departed

the scene.I first met Mubarak later that October, probably in conjunction with another

McPherson visit, and he sported a large bandage on his thumb where he had been wounded

during the Sadat assassination. He said the right things about maintaining the peace with

Israel, and he listened attentively to our concerns about the Egyptian economy. Mubarak hoped

to avoid drama and to slowly rebuild Egypt’s relations with the Arab world without losing U.S.

support.As Mubarak settled in, my job as head of the economic section became more routine.

It was our job to report on what was going on in the Egyptian economy and to execute



instructions from Washington that involved economic issues. There were separate commercial

and agriculture sections led by members of the Foreign Commercial and Foreign Agricultural

Services. We had a science counselor who reported separately to the ambassador and the

DCM. Our superiors expected us to follow what our colleagues in USAID were doing.I had a

very good team. Shaun Donnelly had worked for me in the Economic Bureau in Washington

and I had persuaded him to come to Egypt as my deputy. Mary Gin Kennedy, a bright and

dynamic officer, was already there. Liz McKune also lent her skills to the section. Liz was later

my deputy in Oman. Both Shaun and Liz went on to be U.S. ambassadors, and Mary Gin was

equally deserving if not equally lucky.An average workday might involve one or two meetings

with ministers or other officials in various economic ministries or the Central Bank. Tea or

Turkish coffee with sugar served at every meeting provided calories but, considering restrooms

were scarce, also required advance logistical planning. These meetings usually took place

between mid-morning and mid-afternoon, so I became accustomed to eating lunch at 2:00 p.m.

or later. During the month of Ramadan, when most Egyptians fasted from dawn to dusk,

meetings often took place in the evening after the Iftar (breaking the fast) meal. We all knew

that the most dangerous time to be on the roads in Egypt was during the half hour before

sunset during the month of Ramadan. After fasting all day, Egyptians were both cranky and

eager to get home for the Iftar meal.We received many official visitors. Now that Egypt and

Israel were at peace, senior and not-so-senior administration officials often visited, as well as

congressional delegations. Most visitors included both Egypt and Israel on their itineraries.

Appointments in Israel were not possible during the Jewish Sabbath (from sunset Friday to

sunset Saturday). Our weekend was theoretically Friday (the Muslim sabbath) and Saturday,

but it was convenient for visitors to schedule appointments in Egypt on Saturday either before

or after a visit to Israel. The political and economic sections usually had to provide control

officers. A control officer was responsible for putting together the logistics and itinerary for a

visit. Mary Gin proved a superb control officer, always on top of every detail.Since my previous

job had been in the office of the U.S. trade representative, I took an interest in trade and

investment issues handled in Washington by the USTR. The Reagan administration launched a

policy of negotiating bilateral investment treaties (BITs) with developing countries. The

argument was that getting these countries to provide basic guarantees of most-favored-nation

treatment and protection against expropriation would stimulate more U.S. private investment

and take some of the pressure off official aid flows. USTR provided a model treaty that I

provided to Wagih Shindi, Egypt’s minister of international cooperation. Negotiations

proceeded at what seemed to me a glacial pace. The BIT, signed by representatives of Egypt

and the United States in September 1982, was the first one negotiated under the new policy. It

received a few modifications before being submitted to the U.S. Senate in 1986.Another issue I

took an interest in was Egypt’s textile exports to the United States. Textile trade in those days

was subject to special trade rules under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

USTR had on staff a textile negotiator with ambassadorial rank. A U.S. government delegation

led by USTR visited Egypt to look at the country’s textile industry. The major textile producer

was a state-owned company in Mahalla al-Kubra located in the Nile Delta a couple of hours’

drive north of Cairo. I accompanied the delegation to visit the textile factory. We received a

warm welcome by the company’s management and were provided samples. My lasting

memory of that day was a picture I took of three young girls working at a loom and flashing

dazzling smiles. The problem with the photo was that it documented that the factory was

employing child labor. I don’t recall that anything ever came of the delegation’s visit.My USTR

connection resulted in one awkward moment. I was at a dinner party attended by both



Ambassador Atherton and DCM Precht when somebody came into the room and sang out in a

loud voice, “Mr. Dunford, the White House is on the phone and wants to talk to you.” All

conversation stopped, and I could feel Atherton’s and Precht’s eyes on me as I walked into the

other room to take the call. It was a midlevel USTR official calling about the latest twist in the

BIT negotiations. USTR, located across the street from the Old Executive Office Building, used

the White House switchboard for official overseas calls. The mystery explained, the buzz of

ordinary conversation resumed.In those days the embassy was housed in what had been a

private villa. The ambassador and the DCM shared a suite at one end of the bottom floor, while

the embassy conference room was at the other end. The political and economic sections were

on the second floor. Each morning the ambassador or the DCM chaired a country team

meeting. Representatives of each of the embassy sections (political, economic, consular, and

administrative) attended, as well as representatives of each U.S. government agency present

in Cairo. The U.S. Information Agency was a separate entity then. The conference room was

also the venue for briefings of important visitors. By the end of my tour, I could give the

economic briefing in my sleep. I would explain that the population of forty-one million (more

than twice that by now) lived on 2 percent of the land along the Nile. Egypt depended on four

major sources of revenue: oil, Suez Canal tolls, remittances from Egyptians working abroad,

and tourism. Egypt was struggling to reform the centrally planned economy instituted by

Nasser and to reduce subsidies for bread, electricity, and a host of other goods and

services.Before coming to Cairo, I hadn’t given much thought to exercise. I played quite a bit of

pickup basketball with my neighbor at a nearby high school. Once settled in Egypt, I started to

run regularly, starting out from my home on Road 19 in Ma’adi, running over to the American

school (Cairo American College), around the school track for several laps, and then back

home. My son started running with me and we would try to complete the three-mile run in

twenty-four minutes or less. I also played quite a bit of tennis. The Embassy Recreation

Association found enough money to construct a clay tennis court, and they did so in the

backyard of our house because we had the biggest yard. After I left in 1984, the embassy

turned the property into an American club and added a swimming pool.Henry would

occasionally recruit me to play tennis with official visitors who were looking for a game. I

remember losing badly to Steve Solarz, a hard-charging congressman from Brooklyn and

much-feared member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee (HFAC). Solarz was the

congressman most responsible for the State Department splitting the Bureau of Near East and

South Asian Affairs into two separate bureaus in 1992.Even more memorable than the Solarz

match was the time I was recruited, along with the CIA station chief, to play then–Secretary of

State Al Haig and then–Assistant Secretary of State Nick Veliotes. Sam Lewis, our

ambassador in Israel, had traveled to Cairo to meet with Haig and Veliotes, and he watched

the match from the sidelines. The first two sets were competitive, but we punished Haig’s weak

backhand and won each by a score of six to four. Both men had a meeting scheduled with

Egyptian foreign minister Kamal Hassan Ali, but they opted to send word that they would be

late and play a third set. The result was the same.Perhaps a year later, Nick Veliotes was

named to replace Roy Atherton. He had sharper edges than Atherton, but he was also a true

professional and he was happy to let those of us in the political and economic sections do our

jobs. Shortly after he arrived he called me to arrange to play tennis with someone else on the

court at my residence. I explained to him carefully that there was a sign-up sheet and I didn’t

exercise any control over it. I thought later that perhaps I should have been more helpful.

Ambassador Veliotes had not forgotten our earlier match, and he wanted a rematch with the

station chief and me. At the appointed time, he appeared with a partner who worked for USAID.



His partner had both a backhand and a forehand and they beat us convincingly. Revenge

accomplished, Ambassador Veliotes never asked us to play again.President Mubarak would

visit Washington about once a year, and I was asked on more than one occasion to fly back to

Washington and help NEA prepare for the visit. By chance, I arrived just in time for the NFC

Championship Game in January 1983 when the Washington Redskins of Joe Gibbs, Joe

Theismann, and John Riggins beat the hated Dallas Cowboys. I was still there when the

Redskins, featuring a 44-yard run by Riggins, won the Super Bowl over the Miami Dolphins. I

flew back to Cairo with Betamax tapes of both games and was received as a hero. The

administrative counselor scheduled a showing of both games in the embassy auditorium, and

the place was packed with mostly Redskins fans. This was before the days when the embassy

had access to the Armed Forces Radio and Television Service (AFRTS).Cairo was my

introduction to Middle East culture, and I learned lessons there that served me well throughout

the rest of my career. Traffic was chaotic, and driving was an adventure. While I could use an

embassy car and driver for official meetings, I had to do personal travel and errands in my

Volvo. There were, strangely enough, traffic lights but they rarely worked and, when they did,

they were ignored. Once a car nosed even slightly ahead, it could cut into your lane. You had to

use the horn when you passed anyone. If for any reason your horn stopped working, the only

safe thing to do was pull over and wait for help. Though some cars had rear-view mirrors, they

were not necessary and even distracting. The good thing about traffic is that it moved slowly,

and an accident rarely resulted in death or serious injury. This was not true on the Desert Road

from Cairo to Alexandria, where cars traveled at high speed and had to pass badly overloaded

buses and pickup trucks. Periodic dust storms (known as hamseens) could also make the

Desert Road a death trap.Learning to drive in Egypt was one thing but learning where to park

was a separate skill. Sandy needed to complete two years of accounting practice to become a

certified public accountant. She found a job with a Cairo branch of a major U.S. accounting

firm. On her first day of work she found herself in front of the office in downtown Cairo with no

place to park. She was late, so she double-parked and locked the door, hoping the car’s

diplomatic plates would protect her. When she returned to the car at the end of the day, she

found it covered with stickers. An Egyptian emerged from the shadows and pleaded with her

never to do it again. He would always see to it that she found a parking space. His living was

finding people parking spaces for a small fee, universally known in Egypt as baksheesh. We

quickly learned that this method also worked at other crowded places, like the popular

downtown market district called the Khan al-Khalili.Navigating Cairo traffic as a pedestrian was

also challenging. There were no signs counting down from thirty while pedestrians walked

safely across. It was necessary to make eye contact with an oncoming driver, cup the palm

upward and move it slightly up and down. Every Egyptian is familiar with this gesture, which

means, basically, “cut me a little slack.” After crossing four lanes of traffic in this manner, it was

normal for your heart rate to be accelerated. When traffic was completely stalled, a not unusual

occurrence, it was best not to get overconfident. I once exited the embassy and, seeing

gridlock in front of me, confidently crossed between two stationary cars and was knocked down

by a motorcycle weaving through the space between lanes. Concerned Egyptians immediately

surrounded me and helped me up, brushed the dust off my clothes, retrieved my glasses, and

made sure I wasn’t hurt too badly. I limped back into the embassy and went to the Health Unit,

where they monitored my heart rate until it returned to normal.As the head of an embassy

section, part of my duty was to entertain. We received a staff for that purpose. Sandy went

through a couple of cooks before finding one that was reliable. Although we sent out invitations

for most of the dinners we hosted, some people responded and some didn’t. Some of those



who said they were coming didn’t and some of those who didn’t respond came anyway. We

quickly learned to be flexible. I remember one ambitious dinner where we had invited forty or

more people. We pulled out the stops and assembled thirty-two place settings. To my horror,

thirty-one people had arrived when it was about time to serve dinner. I knew that a minister and

his wife would still be coming. As we were about to panic, the minister appeared at the door

and apologized that his wife was not able to join him. We told him how sorry we were, and the

dinner went swimmingly.Meetings with government officials in Egypt also required some

cultural adjustment. One of my earliest meetings was with an undersecretary in the Ministry of

International Cooperation. He was talkative and friendly, and I may have appeared to him a

little stiff. We were sitting close together and he put his hand on my thigh to make a point. All I

could think of over the next several minutes was that hand on my thigh, wondering where it

might go next, and I pretty much lost the thread of whatever points he was trying to make.

Americans unconsciously leave a bubble of space around them in such situations and the

undersecretary had invaded mine. After I settled in, I grew to be comfortable with Egyptians

who moved to within inches of my face to make a point. It was fun to watch newly arrived

Americans in conversations with Egyptians, inadvertently moving backward until they had

backed into a wall.Meetings with ministers could be somewhat chaotic. These were the days

before mobile phones, and ministers would usually have several phones in their offices. Some

of them were not monitored by secretaries and the official would answer the phone directly.

Secretaries would often bring papers in during the meeting for the official’s signature. Some

officials would have several meetings going on in their offices simultaneously. Both Minister of

Electricity Maher Abaza and Chairman of the Central Bank Aly Negm would often greet me at

the door, sit me down in a corner of the office, see that I got some coffee or tea, and then rejoin

another meeting already under way. I came to assume that the meeting would last at least an

hour, but I learned that I would only get about ten minutes of that hour to accomplish what I

came to do.Expatriates would often complain about what they called the “IBM” mentality. IBM

stood for insha’allah (God willing), bukra (tomorrow), and ma’alesh (loosely translated as

“never mind”). After a little time in Egypt I came to understand that insha’allah was simple

recognition that despite one’s best efforts, things can go wrong. We have a similar phrase

—“God willing and the creeks don’t rise.” To this day, whenever I promise anything in any

cultural situation, I add a version of insha’allah. Bukra was described to me as the same as the

Spanish mañana but without the sense of urgency. Arabs, including Egyptians, don’t like to say

“no” to anyone. Bukra is an acceptable substitute and it at least allows you to put off saying “no”

until another day. Ma’alesh is more a philosophy than a word. It means roughly that what just

happened or whatever inconvenience you have just suffered is no big deal in the greater

scheme of things. It is a philosophy that has allowed Egyptians over the years to be resilient in

the face of a formidable array of obstacles to survival.Following the Sadat assassination, my

time in Egypt was not marked by any grave crises. Our colleagues in Beirut, Lebanon, were not

so lucky. On April 18, 1983, a suicide truck bomb exploded outside the American Embassy in

Beirut, killing seventeen Americans and many others. That led to the Inman Report, which

funneled considerable amounts of money into hardening American embassies all over the

world against attack. The American embassies in Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and even

Oman are now fortresses. An even worse attack took place in Beirut in October of that year,

killing 241 Marines. The Lebanese Shi’a group responsible later became known as Hezbollah.

These events were triggered by the Israeli decision to invade Lebanon in June 1982. There

was speculation that Secretary of State Al Haig had given the Israelis the “green light.” The

Egyptians certainly believed that. Later, in June 1982, President Reagan announced that



George Shultz would replace Haig as secretary of state. Shultz came to Cairo following the

embassy bombing to attend a memorial ceremony for the victims. I remember reaching out to

local clergy—Christian, Muslim, and perhaps Jewish—to offer prayers at the event.On January

18, 1984, Malcolm Kerr, president of the American University in Beirut, was killed outside his

office. His wife, Ann, subsequently came to live in Egypt. Their son Steve, then a freshman at

the University of Arizona, chose to suit up for the Wildcats basketball team two days later and

became one of the best and most popular Arizona players and went on to have a highly

successful career as an NBA player and coach. We followed these events closely, because

many of the Middle East hands in the embassy were close with some of the victims.Having

secured the title of minister-counselor, I was the third-ranked American in the embassy, and a

day arrived (it was two days) when both Ambassador Atherton and Henry Precht were out of

the country. An embassy telegram announced that I had assumed charge (technically, I was

the chargé d’affaires ad interim), with my name at the bottom. This is heady stuff for a relatively

young Foreign Service Officer. Fuad Mohieddin, the Egyptian prime minister, had just died, and

it fell to me to represent the United States in the funeral parade. Mubarak never appointed a

vice president, so the prime minister was arguably the next most important Egyptian official.

Practically, however, prime ministers in Egypt come and go and don’t make a big impact. It was

June and Ramadan, and Egyptian funeral parades are somewhat disorganized, as those who

marched in Sadat’s funeral parade can attest.My two days were also memorable because of

how I traveled to work on my first full day as chargé. I usually traveled to work in van C, an

embassy van that picked up embassy employees who lived in my neighborhood in Ma’adi and

drove us to work. A USAID officer who was a fellow rider, along with a friend of his in the

embassy security section, managed to borrow the ambassador’s vehicle, a big black Cadillac,

and driver. I was out front of my house waiting for van C when the ambassador’s Cadillac

pulled up, followed by van C. My friends leaped out of the Cadillac and muscled me into the

backseat. The Cadillac set off for the embassy with van C trailing behind as the follow car.

When we arrived at the embassy the gates opened magically as they would for the

ambassador. I was pleased that my friends were confident enough to arrange this joke and I

took it as a message to not take myself too seriously.As chargé I chaired the daily country

team meeting. Our science counselor, Dr. Tom Vrebalovich, was always an active participant.

Dr. Tom had genuine technical credentials, having graduated from Cal Tech with a PhD.

Scientific cooperation between Egypt and Israel was a lively subject in the early years after the

peace treaty was signed, and it seemed less vulnerable than other areas of cooperation to the

chill in Egyptian-Israeli relations after Israel invaded Lebanon in 1982. One subject I remember

Tom explaining was the problem of bilharzia (schistosomiasis) in the Nile River. Tom was very

enthusiastic about the subjects he was following, and he was eager to share this enthusiasm to

the point where the eyes of other country team members would begin to glaze over. If Roy

Atherton became impatient, he never showed it. I took advantage of my temporary elevation to

the chair to ask Tom to wrap up his presentation after he had gone on for five minutes. Several

other members of the country team quietly commended my initiative after the meeting.We did

what we could to get to know the city and the country. Egypt is justifiably famous for pharaonic

monuments such as the pyramids at Giza, the Sphinx, the monuments in Luxor, and sites all

along the Nile in Upper Egypt. The Islamic monuments in Cairo were also impressive and more

accessible. The Mosque of ibn Tulun, the al-Hakim Mosque, and the mausoleums in the City of

the Dead are impressive examples. Far from being dead, the City of the Dead was home to

many poorer Egyptians.We made it a point to travel outside Cairo when we could. One of our

early trips as a family was to Hurghada on the west coast of the Red Sea. We spent a few days



there at the Club Med. It was our first flight on Egyptair. I remember trying to get on the plane

with a huge crowd. There were no assigned seats, and as it turned out there were more

passengers than seats. Our son and daughter, then eleven and ten years old, burrowed

through the crowd and got on the plane early enough to claim seats for all four of us. As I

recall, there were a few passengers who stood during the flight, as if passengers on a bus. At

the Club Med some women were topless, and my son was wide-eyed.Egypt was a very secular

society in those days, more conservative than the United States and Europe but nowhere near

as conservative as the Gulf countries or as conservative as Egypt would become. The hijab

(pronounced hee-gab in Egypt), or headscarf, was rarely seen on Cairo streets.We made at

least two trips to Upper Egypt, taking the train on one. The most common brand of beer in

Cairo was Stella, so I was surprised to order a beer on the train and find it was brewed in

Israel. Our last year in Cairo, we booked a cruise from Luxor to Aswan. From Aswan, we flew to

Abu Simbel to see the twin temples, which are well over three thousand years old. The temples

were relocated in the 1960s to the west bank of Lake Nasser, the huge reservoir created by the

building of the Aswan Dam.On another occasion, we drove to Mersa Matrouh, a sleepy beach

resort with a dramatic coastline on the Mediterranean close to the Libyan border. We also

made two trips into the Sinai. The first was a visit to St. Catherine’s Monastery at the foot of Mt.

Sinai. It featured a remarkably well-preserved “burning bush.” After a short sleep in monastic

cells, we took a guided hike of three to four hours up Mt. Sinai, arriving at the top in the chill of

dawn in time to view the sunrise. The route back down included hundreds of steps that were

just a little bit too far apart. My calves were sore for days afterward. On the second visit, we

traveled to the beach resort of Sharm al-Sheikh in the southern part of Sinai looking across the

Strait of Tiran toward Saudi Arabia. During the time of Israeli control, some effort was made to

develop it as a tourist destination because of its sheltered beaches and wonderful corals. It was

still relatively undeveloped when we visited, and we elected to camp on the beach. It later

became a major tourist resort and the site of several international conferences. Tourism there

has suffered in recent years owing to terrorist attacks.We also took advantage of our time in

Cairo to visit nearby countries. Our family visited Cyprus, Turkey, and Israel. This was my first

of three trips to Israel. We traveled by bus with a church group. The bus took us across the

Suez Canal on a ferry, and we continued through the northern part of Sinai to Gaza. We were

met at the Israeli border by an Israeli guide. The itinerary might be described as following in the

footsteps of Jesus, but our Israeli guide made sure that we understood well the Israeli side of

the Arab-Israeli conflict. We visited Tel Aviv and several places along the Israeli coast,

continuing to the Sea of Galilee. Our journey continued up to the Golan Heights, driving up to

the ceasefire line with Syria. We then turned south to Jerusalem, visiting the Old City, the

Dome of the Rock, the Western Wall, and the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. Finally, we went to

the Dead Sea and to Masada.I traveled without the family to Sudan, then a unified country. Our

Defense Attaché Office had its own plane, and the staff’s responsibilities included Sudan. The

office kindly invited Mark Hambley from the political section and me to go along. U.S.

Ambassador to Sudan Bill Kontos was our host. We spent some time in Khartoum and visited

the Kenana sugar plant farther south. I was amazed to see the Nile River choked with water

hyacinths. We then flew to Malakal and on to the location of a massive French digger. The

Jonglei Canal was a project to carve a canal through the huge marsh in the south known as

the Sudd. The project was designed to increase the flow of Nile River water downstream and

improve transportation between north and south. Political instability and violence in 1983 led to

a suspension in construction, the year after I visited, and it has never resumed. The digger is

reportedly still there.My friendship with Capt. David Sperling paid off in other ways as well. He



invited Sandy and me to visit one of our aircraft carriers, the USS John F. Kennedy, as it was

passing through the Suez Canal. After Israel invaded Lebanon, the carrier had been ordered to

the waters off the coast of Lebanon, ostensibly to support the possible evacuation of

Americans from Beirut. We boarded near Ismailiya, climbing up ladders and stairs. Standing on

the flight deck as we passed through the canal, it appeared as though we were sailing through

the desert. The water of the canal itself was not visible. We met several of the pilots of the

VA-75 attack squadron. At Suez we disembarked and looked back to see the crew lined up

along the edge of the flight deck, looking down at us.Looking back on our time in Egypt, we

were there at an opportune moment. Following Sadat’s assassination, Egypt was calm. There

were tensions with Israel, Libya, and Sudan but no crisis erupted. We lived in a pleasant

suburb, about a mile from the Cairo American College (CAC), which turned out to be an

excellent school. The campus provided the venue for youth and adult sports. An American

friend and I put together a youth soccer team, made up of boys and girls in the middle-school

grades. We didn’t have an extensive schedule, but we competed against other teams in the

Cairo area made up of expatriates’ children. The school had a swim team, and I can remember

my daughter traveled with it to a meet in Israel. I was part of an adult slow-pitch softball team

that played every week. I still hear the cries of “Stella” whenever any player popped up. In

theory, anyone who popped out had to buy a Stella beer for everybody else on the team.The

American Embassy had an annual softball game against the Japanese Embassy at CAC. Yukio

Okamoto, a charismatic diplomat who went on to be a very influential adviser to at least two

Japanese prime ministers, was the driving force in the Japanese Embassy. While our

embassies would no doubt have kept in regular touch at any rate, the annual softball game

created a closer bond that was a real asset for both embassies. My first year, we won handily.

The second year, the Japanese Embassy brought along a ringer who hit a home run every

time he came to the plate. The third and final year I was there, every member of the Japanese

Embassy came to the game wearing bright yellow t-shirts lettered with “We beat the American

Embassy, ha, ha!” Thus provoked, we put together a convincing victory.One of the interesting

aspects of the Egyptian economy in those days was the existence of multiple exchange rates.

There was an official exchange rate and an actual exchange rate, the latter of which we called

the “gray” market rate. We didn’t use the term “black” because it was not illegal. At the official

rate, a U.S. dollar was worth about seventy piasters, or 0.7 Egyptian pounds. In the popular

market (souk), a U.S. dollar was worth well more than one Egyptian pound. In addition to the

distortions an economist can describe, this caused at least two problems for us. First, almost

every official American imported a car into Egypt when he or she arrived. Upon departure the

employee would typically sell the car for more than they paid for it because auto imports into

Egypt were heavily taxed. Then the American could take the Egyptian pounds received from

the buyer to the embassy cashier and convert them to dollars at the official exchange rate.

Once word got out, arriving Americans were bringing the most expensive cars they could afford

(Mercedes were popular), driving them for two to four years and selling them for well more than

they paid for them. This practice eventually attracted the attention of the American press, and

the embassy drew up regulations to prevent it.A Department of State employee whose job it

was to oversee budget and fiscal operations at U.S. embassies surveyed the exchange rate

situation and devised what he thought was a foolproof embezzlement scheme. It involved using

a personal banking account to buy Egyptian pounds with dollars at the gray market rate and

selling them back to the U.S. government at the official rate. It turned out not to be foolproof,

and this individual was prosecuted.My assignment in Egypt was for three years, and I hoped to

return to the United States for the four years that my children would need to graduate from high



school. With support from Ambassador Veliotes and Henry Precht, I was offered the job of

Director of the Office of Egyptian Affairs in the State Department. My superiors encouraged me

during my last months in Cairo to expand my understanding of what we were doing in Egypt

beyond the economy and the USAID program. I was not ignorant of political and political-

military issues, having sat through numerous country team meetings where these issues were

discussed. I did go with Edmund Hull, then the Embassy Cairo political-military officer, to an

Egyptian air base where the U.S. military had a presence.The State Department also funded

an orientation trip for me to Jordan, the West Bank, and Israel. I can remember meeting a

junior officer assigned to our embassy in Amman named Bill Burns, who rose up the ranks to

be the deputy secretary of state. The embassy in Amman transported me down to the Allenby

Bridge over the Jordan River. A guard directed me to walk across the bridge with my luggage.

An unsmiling female Israeli immigration official awaited me on the far side. She was all

business. I was carrying a separate diplomatic passport to be used for travel to Israel. Doug

Keene, who had been Embassy Cairo’s political-military officer and was now the deputy

principal officer of our consulate-general in Jerusalem, met me at the border. He took me to

several West Bank cities where I met with Palestinian officials. It was my second trip to Israel

but my first real exposure to the Palestinian side of the conflict. I learned of attacks by a Jewish

terrorist group on the Palestinian mayors of Nablus and Ramallah that maimed them for life.

The same group was apparently contemplating blowing up the Dome of the Rock, a Muslim

shrine erected in the seventh century on the Temple Mount (Haram ash-Sharif to Muslims).

Such an act would clear the way to build a third temple on the Temple Mount.Back in Cairo, it

was time for Sandy and me to summon our stamina for the farewell parties and pack up and

head back to Washington. Egypt had been rocked by Sadat’s assassination four months into

my tour, but the country had remained calm over the balance of it. One bad sign was an attack

in the early summer of 1984 on an Israeli diplomat near the home of the Israeli ambassador in

Ma’adi only a few blocks from my home. As I left, thoughts of what might have been, had I

gone to Brasilia, were long gone. I had learned to comfortably navigate the culture in one of the

most important Middle Eastern countries and I had worked for three years with some of the

finest professionals in the career Foreign Service. I had also drunk from the Nile, at least

metaphorically, and there was little doubt that I would return to the Middle East.
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